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I have a dream
----- QinQianqian（秦倩倩）
Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. I’m so glad to stand here to share my
dream with you. Yes, each of us has or had a dream, to become a millionaire, to
be a superstar, et cetera. But my dream is: to own a big house!
Have you ever heard the poetry from Haizi:”From tomorrow on, I will be ha
happy man. I only wish to face the sea, with spring blossom.” How beautiful the
scenery is! Yes, my dream is to own a house like this: ”It’ll face the sea, with
spring blossom.” And from then on, I think I will be a happy man, too!
Almost every house has a bedroom, a kitchen, a bathroom and a balcony. I
hope my house is a little bigger. It’ll also have a yare, a study and a dance room.
The yard is for planting, like grape, strawberry, orange and so on. Then I can
not only enjoy the flowers, but also harvest the fruits. What’s more, I can share
them with my dear family or even give to my friends as a little gift.
The study is for reading and recording. One wall is for bookshelf that’s filled
with language, computer, travel, psychology... varieties of books, from where I
can acquire a lot of knowledge; One wall is for pictures that’s taken at every
scenic spot while travelling, from where I can review the beauty and happiness
that I’ve ever experienced. All in all, ”To read or to travel, body and soul, there
must be one on the way.”

The dance room is for entertainment, like bodybuilding, dance, karaoke,
playing instrument or even make a party with friends. It’s better to have a big
mirror in one wall so I can always make sure whether my posture is all right
during practicing. Maybe one day, I could perform a dance on a stage as well.
All right, that is my dream, to own a house that faces the sea, to own a big
house that also has a yard, a study and a dance room!
That’s all, thank you for listening!

